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Pre-recorded audio and 
MIDI performances: we 
know data for “future” t’s.
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Offline stitching:  Use knowledge of all time to pick sample 
#2 and sample #3.

Sample #1:
isolated E

Sample #2:
E to F interval 
played legato

splice to

Sample #3:
F to E interval 
played legato

splice to

From Lecture 2: Legato Concatenation
In this lecture, we assume we know all of 
the notes that follow and precede these 
three notes, and can use that knowledge 
to pick the best units to splice.
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Select candidate 
samples from db

Candidates

Any good 
matches? Y

Choose best 
candidate

Do the splice

N
Modify a 

candidate to be 
good enough

Do the splice

#2

#3(mod)

#3#1
Starting 
sample. 
But we 
know all 
other 
notes too.

#3(mod)

+

#2

+
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Topics for today ...

The Viterbi Algorithm: How to choose each 
unit to get the best fit over an entire piece.

Vocalign: Introductory example to using 
the algorithm in audio application.

Score alignment: Using the algorithm to 
populate the database with units.

Synthesis: Using the algorithm to do unit 
selection for off-line concatenation. 



Audio 
on a
movie 
set ...

Audio quality may leave 
something to be desired ...



Redo 
audio 
in the 
studio



Problem: Re-recorded audio must synchronize 
tightly to visuals (lip-sync, footsteps, etc).

10 s
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F. Quick Start Guide

Operating VocALign is easy and has three basic steps:

A. Identify the "Guide Audio"
B. Identify the "Dub Audio"

C. Create a new "Aligned Audio" sound file (which can be automatically positioned

in certain audio editors)

To demonstrate this, make sure that you can hear the sound output of your

Macintosh (use the "Sound" Control Panel).

Also, you will need the audio files that come with the VocALign Tutorial.  This can be

found in the "Tutorial" folder on the install CD (if you have one), or can be

downloaded from www.synchroarts.com/downloads

1. First, launch VocALign Project:

2. Now, using the finder, drag-and-

drop the file "Steve Guide2" from
the installed Tutorial Session

"Audio Files" folder onto the upper

black panel in VocALign Project:

3. Then, using the finder, drag-and-

drop the file "Twit Dub" from the
installed Tutorial Session "Audio

Files" folder onto the lower black

panel in VocALign Project:

You may need to zoom out and

move the dub audio in order to
make it visible in the same screen

as the Guide.

You have now selected the Guide and Dub audio files.

4. You can now audition the files that

you have selected, using the
PLAY menu:

You can also use the "f" key on
most Macintosh keyboards.

Line spoken 
on the set.

RMS 
Energy
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Line re-recorded 
in the studio.

RMS 
Energy

Will not lip-sync well.
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I. TIMEMODTM 33
Overview of TimeMod 33
TimeMod Setup 34
Handles: 34

The TimeMod Window and Controls 35
Using TimeMod 36
Completing the Processing 36

J. TROUBLE-SHOOTING 37
General Trouble Shooting 37
Trouble Shooting for Digital Performer Users 37

VocAlign: A plug-in that automatically 
aligns “dub” audio with “guide” audio. 

“dub” 

“guide”

Setup: User selects segments of dub and 
guide audio tracks for alignment.
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5. Press the "Align" button.

VocALign will now create another

track, the "Aligned" audio, which is
the Dub audio, modified so that

that the peaks and troughs in the

energy match that of the Guide.
The "Aligned" audio appears as a

yellow trace above the Guide

waveform.  Check that it follows

the shape of the Guide's energy:

6. You can now audition the Aligned
and Guide files together, using the

PLAY menu:

You can also use the "e" key on
most Macintosh keyboards.

7. Finally, to Edit the Aligned Audio

into a sound file, press the EDIT
button.

This creates a sound file on your

hard disk (normally in the same
folder as the Dub audio is located)

In this case it is called "VA Twit

Dub.1":

Congratulations - You have successfully "VocALigned" your first audio track!

VocALign Project User Manual 5

I. TIMEMODTM 33
Overview of TimeMod 33
TimeMod Setup 34
Handles: 34

The TimeMod Window and Controls 35
Using TimeMod 36
Completing the Processing 36

J. TROUBLE-SHOOTING 37
General Trouble Shooting 37
Trouble Shooting for Digital Performer Users 37

Result: Blue line shows envelope of 
aligned dub audio (user can also listen).

Fine-tuning: User can choose different 
algorithms to improve fit, then “print” best one.



Tuned for speech, but doesn’t seem to use 
speech-exclusive features ...

“dub” 

“guide”

“aligned”

Double-track rap example: Before. After.



How could it work? Dynamic Time Warping

We are given this ... We compute this ...

0,1:A

3:C

9:H

2:B

4,5:D

8:G

6:E
7:F“dub”

A B C D E F G H

Time 
stretch 
“dub” 
here to 
equalize 
lengths ...

(shorter)

“guide”

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(longer)

Note: If a good match required time shrinking 
parts of “dub”, #:α,β items would appear in list.
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Local costs: How well does 2 match C ?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

“guide”
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

“dub”
A B C D E F G H

Good 
Fit

OK
Fit

Bad
Fit

Euclidian distance of energy between “guide” and “dub”
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Goal: Find “path” with highest “global fit”

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

0,1:A

3:C

9:H

2:B

4,5:D

8:G

6:E
7:F

Recall:

We determine the global fit of a path by 
summing all of the local fits in the path.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Algorithm: Trace all paths to (9, H) ...
For each square, pick best fit legal path into square.

<<<  Only legal transitions in this example. 
wh

wv wd
Weights multiply local fitnesses in global path 
fitness calculation. Prevents Manhattan paths.
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Isn’t this an “N-squared” problem?

Common trick to reduce computation: Path pruning.
Stop tracing paths when fitness is “too low” ...

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H



How could it work? Dynamic Time Warping

We are given this ... We compute this ...

0,1:A

3:C

9:H

2:B

4,5:D

8:G

6:E
7:F“dub”

A B C D E F G H

Time 
stretch 
“dub” 
here to 
equalize 
lengths ...

(shorter)

“guide”

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(longer)

Note: If a good match required time shrinking 
parts of “dub”, #:α,β items would appear in list.
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Admin: Progress Report Presentations

Cynthia Psyche Jeremy 

Bradley EricCarlos

If you are enrolled (or are auditing and doing 
a project) and not on the list, let us know!
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Select candidate 
samples from db

Candidates

Any good 
matches? Y

Choose best 
candidate

Do the splice

N
Modify a 

candidate to be 
good enough

Do the splice

#2

#3(mod)

#3#1
How do we 
assemble the 
library?

#3(mod)

+

#2

+
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Chapter 5

Introduction

For selection based synthesis to succeed, we need large databases of musical material, that are well
segmented into our synthesis units, i.e. notes in the case of the application to instrument synthesis
(see section 17.1). Only automatic methods can provide that much material, but to obtain the
required preciseness, blind segmentation methods, such as those described in (Rossignol, Rodet,
Soumagne, Colette, and Depalle 1998; Rossignol 2000), are too error-prone. Moreover, with blind
segmentation, we’d know the place of the segments, but would know nothing more about their
content. That’s why much work was devoted to segmentation by alignment, for music where the
score was available:

Music alignment is the association of events in a musical score (in our case, notes) with points in
the time axis of an audio signal (figure 5.1). The signal is a digital recording of the score being
played by musicians and is referred to as the performance. An alignment implies a segmentation of
the performance according to the events in the score. Additionally, we can associate the symbolic
information contained in the score to the segments obtained. Music alignment is sometimes also
called score–performance matching and has many other applications evoked in section 5.1. A large
amount of previous work has been done on music alignment, an overview of which is given in
section 5.2.

Figure 5.1: The principle of music alignment

The two principal methods used here are Dynamic Time Warping (chapter 6) and Hidden Markov
Models (chapter 7). Other methods perform a beat alignment, see for instance Gouyon and Herrera
(2003) and Hainsworth and Macleod (2003).

Both methods share a score modeling described in section 5.3, and are based on matching the
harmonic partials of the expected notes’ pitches with the spectrum of the performance signal. This
Peak Structure Match (PSM) is explained in section 5.5. This new methodology can cope with
polyphonic and multi-instrument performances as well as with performances where fast sequences

33

Answer: “Guide” track is the score

In many ways, the architecture we saw for 
Vocalign directly maps to score alignment.
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If “score” is recorded MIDI, caveats ...

CHAPTER 5. INTRODUCTION 39

monophonic state
polyphonic state

monophonic state

0 300200100

Figure 5.3: Score parsing into score events and the states between them.

3000 100 200

Figure 5.4: Desynchronised chord.

0 100 200 300

Figure 5.5: Desynchronised legato notes.
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If “score” is recorded MIDI, caveats ...
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monophonic state
polyphonic state

monophonic state

0 300200100

Figure 5.3: Score parsing into score events and the states between them.

3000 100 200

Figure 5.4: Desynchronised chord.

0 100 200 300

Figure 5.5: Desynchronised legato notes.



46 PART II. AUTOMATIC ALIGNMENT
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Figure 5.7: Alignment result example for an easy Guitar melody
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152 PART III. THE DATA-DRIVEN SOUND SYNTHESIS SYSTEM CATERPILLAR

16.3 The Path Search Unit Selection Algorithm

The unit selection algorithm used in Caterpillar is based on the standard path search algorithm
used in speech synthesis described in section 16.3, first proposed in (Hunt and Black 1996). However,
as there are some specifics, it is described again here in detail.

The path search unit selection algorithm finds the sequence of database units ui that best match
the given synthesis target units tτ using two cost functions: The target cost expresses the similarity
of ui to tτ including a context of r units around the target. The concatenation cost predicts the
quality of the concatenation of ui with a preceding unit u′. The optimal sequence of units is found
by a Viterbi algorithm finding the best path through the network of database units.

In the following, we describe the details of the path search unit selection algorithm. The algorithm
finds the units from the database of N units ui that best match the T given synthesis target units tτ .
The quality of the match is determined by two costs, given by weighting an application-dependent
subset of the distance functions described in section 16.1:

16.3.1 Target Cost

The target cost Ctcorresponds to the perceptual similarity of the database unit ui to the target unit
tτ . It is given as a sum of p weighted individual feature distance functions C t

k as:

Ct(ui, tτ ) =
p∑

k=1

wt
k Ct

k(ui, tτ ) (16.3)

To favour the selection of units out of the same context in the database as in the target, the context
cost Cxor extended target cost, for the sake of the mnemonic, considers a sliding context in a range
of r units around the current unit with weights wj decreasing with distance j.

Cx(ui, tτ ) =
r∑

j=−r

wx
j Ct(ui+j , tτ+j) (16.4)

The context cost is a generalisation of the descriptors explicitly modeling context used in concate-
native speech synthesis, such as the phonetic context. Our approach of a general context cost that
can be applied to all features is, because of its greater flexibility, better suited to a creative musical
use of concatenative synthesis.

16.3.2 Concatenation Cost

The concatenation cost Ccexpresses the discontinuity introduced by concatenating the units ui and
uj from the database. It is given by a weighted sum of q feature concatenation cost functions Cc

k:

Cc(ui, uj) =
q∑

k=1

wc
k Cc

k (ui, uj) (16.5)

The cost depends on the unit type: concatenating an attack unit allows discontinuities in pitch and
energy, a sustain unit does not. Consecutive units in the database (the pairs that are in relationship
NextUnit in figure 14.1) have a concatenation cost of zero. Thus, if a whole phrase matching the
target is present in the database, it will be selected in its entirety, leading to nonuniform unit
selection.

We use, for instance, the distance between pitch end value of the left and pitch start value of right
unit plus the difference in slope, for the concatenation of two units in their sustain phase. For pitch,
we can take the descriptor’s FFT spectrum into account to match similar vibrato frequency and
intensity.
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Figure 17.4: Selected units and characteristic values of pitch (f0) and loudness. The selection
target for pitch (f0 startval, f0 endval) is drawn as circles. Loudness was not included in the target
specification and shows therefore jumps for the two last units.


